
HOMO ERECTUS

Homo erectus (meaning 'upright man') is a species of archaic humans that lived throughout most of the Pleistocene
geological epoch. Its earliest fossil evidence.

Dubois unearthed an isolated tooth Trinil 1 and - most importantly - the top part of a skull Trinil 2 and a thigh
bone Trinil 3. The species may have survived more recently in Taiwan, the Philippines and on the Indonesian
island of Sulawesi, but the evidence isn't conclusive. Pithecanthropus erectus: eine menschenaehnlich
Uebergangsform aus Java. Summary Homo erectus represents a significant transformation from previous
hominins, like the australopiths, to a species much more similar to modern humans. In either case, there is
general agreement that it descended from an earlier species of Homo e. It was also the first known hominin to
migrate out of Africa, and possibly the first to cook food. What did Homo erectus eat? If this dating is correct,
it suggests that they coexisted with Homo sapiens, although probably only in very small pockets in Indonesia.
These and other interpretations differ mainly in the taxonomy and geographical distribution of species. There
is fossil evidence that this species cared for old and weak individuals. Pontzer, H. Ruff, C. Most of the original
fossils were lost in World War Two. Oldowan - The earliest well-characterized hominin stone tool industry,
present in the terminal Pliocene and Lower Pleistocene. He was 1. Some evidence is found that H. The early
hominins stood about 1. However, others feel that these features simply reflect its position as a very early
member of the species H. They were the first humans to have limb and torso proportions along modern human
lines, which allowed them to walk upright on two feet hence the name and literally trot the globe, and they had
lost the climbing adaptions that allowed earlier humans to play Tarzan. Fossil evidence for H. History and
Geography Eugene Dubois first identified and described a new human-like set of Indonesian fossils at the end
of the 19th century, naming the specimens Pithecanthropus erectus upright, ape-man because of their
combination of bipedality and a brain size much smaller than living humans. Homo erectus , our ancient
ancestor By Lisa Hendry First published 9 October Last updated 7 November The extinct ancient human
Homo erectus is a species of firsts. Rightmire, G. They had a slightly different face to us: it was flatter with
more prominent brow ridges. Peking Man fossils A set of around Homo erectus fossils from more than 40
individuals unearthed at the Zhoukoudian archaeological site near Beijing in the s and s. No area of
archaeology has seen such vibrant change in recent years than how we understand our family tree. In fact, they
probably occupied a similar ecological niche to hyenas today. He was only about nine years old and already 1.
This does not suggest H. Shipman, P. The site is too far inside a cave for the ash to be caused by a lightning
strike and the spontaneous combustion of bat guano was ruled out. Tool use[ edit ] Early Homo erectus
appears to have inherited Oldowan technology and refined it into the Acheulean industry beginning 1. Human
presence in Great Britain close to 1 Mya is established by stone tools and fossilized footprints found near
Happisburgh , Norfolk. Homo erectus georgicus is the subspecies name assigned to fossil skulls and jaws
found in Dmanisi , Georgia. Homo erectus could cover more ground on a day-to-day basis, through walking or
running, than smaller hominins and with lower energy cost. The intensified niche goes hand in hand with the
expansion in brain and body size. Java was intermittently connected to the Southeast Asian mainland,
allowing Homo erectus to take up residence there. The ancient ancestor of modern humans lived from 2
million years ago till about , years ago, possibly even 50, years ago. Taxonomic categories of fossil hominids.
The site has now produced five small-brained human skulls, three more jawbones and many other parts of the
skeleton, as well as simple stone tools.


